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INTRODUCTION

Advanced structural systems require high performance alloys which must

exhibit high strength and good fracture resistance over a wide range of

temperatures and environments. In recent years, such systems are becoming

increasingly materials-limited. This is primarily a result of the small,

incremental improvements in properties of such alloys: in addition an escalation

of the cost of a finished part has frequently confined the application of high

performance alloys to selected critical components. These considerations have

caused a demand for the application of advanced processing techniques to the

production of high performance alloys both to create new alloys exhibiting large

property improvements and/or to reduce the cost of finished component by using

near net-shape fabrication methods. One example is application of rapid

solidification processing as a method of developing new families of high

1-4
performance alloys, which in turn require extensive processing based on new

applications of powder metallurgy techniques.

An underlying problem in high performance alloy technology is that the

application of new processing methods to these alloys exceeds the fundamental

knowledge base necessary to predict the resulting component behavior in service.

Thus, service reliability may be impaired. For example, the materials can

contain processing-induced defects, such as porosity or inclusions, which can

seriously degrade service reliability especially with regard to fracture.

Furthermore, the processing required to achieve a fully dense part usually

limits the microstructures available to a component and therefore its

properties, especially in the case of rapidly solidified alloys.

The primary purpose of the present research is to provide a broad-based

understanding of the applications and consequences of selected advanced

processing techniques to high performance alloys. The research ranges in scope

or lr 'ror e r d e - e. .r W e
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from fundamental studies of void or pore linking during ductile fracture to the

high temperature deformation of rapidly solidified, dispersion-strengthened Ti

alloys. Much of the research is designed so that it is also a fundamental study

of deformation and especially fracture utilizing engineering materials

containing processing-induced defects. The present report summarized progress

in the areas of research for the period 5/1/86 to 1/31/87 performed under the

auspices of Contract No. N00014-86-0381. The research areas may be grouped as

follows:

(1) the mechanism of void/pore linking in ductile fracture,

(2) the influence of porosity on low cycle fatigue,

(3) the deformation of rapidly solidified Ti alloys at elevated

temperature s,

(4) strain-path effects on fracture, and

(5) hot isostatic pressing of metallic powders.

The educational experience which the above research provides to the graduate
d

students is also significant. The following students have been involved in this

program during part or all of the nine month period of this program: Stephen

Kampe, Ph.D., January 1987: Barbara Lograsso, Ph.D. candidate: Dale Gerard,

Ph.D. candidate; Paul Magnusen, Ph.D. candidate: and Susan Kestner, M.S. May,

1986.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

1. The Mechanism of Void/Pore Linking During Ductile Fracture
[with Paul Magnusen, Ph.D. candidate, Dr. Dave Srolovitz, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Prof. Jong Lee, Michigan technological University).

The ductile fracture of structural alloys by damage accumulation is well

known to consist of void nucleation, void growth, and void linking. Of these

three stages, the first two have been examined in detail and are reasonably wefl
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understood. While perhaps as important as void nucleation in controlling

fracture, void linking remains only poorly understood at best. The present

study is the first ever to identify a realistic step-wise sequence of events

which results in voids or pores being linking during straining. As such, we

believe that this study which is very significant in the understanding of the

ductile fracture of solids. Our analysis identifies the critical features of a

void/pore distribution as well as the influence of material flow behavior,

notably strain hardening. Furthermore, we have successfully simulated the

process by modeling void/pore distributions in two dimensions as arrays of

circular hole which are characterized by area faction, size, and an "exclusion

radius" which controls the degree of clustering. Both experimental and computer

simulations have been successfully performed indicating the critical features of

the linking process. The following sections describe our progress in this

project.

(a) A Physical Model for Void/Pore Linking

Our studies to date indicate the following physical model describes void

5-7
linking during ductile, microvoid fracture. In that model, the void linking

process is a consequence of a multi-stage sequence. First, local strain

gradients develop near individual holes/pores at small macroscopic strains.

Secondly, increasing macroscopic strain localizes strain and triggers flow

instabilities on planes of high shear stress between closely spaced and

favorably oriented holes/voids. Under plane stress conditions, the

instabilities appear to obey a critical thickness strain criterion as in the

localized necking in sheet metal over the range of strain paths from uniaxial to

plane-strain tension.8 Although void formation within the localized neck

accelerates its development, the onset of the instability is apparently

controlled primarily by the strain and stain-rate hardening characteristics of
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the material. 17,18,20 Thirdly, the flow instabilities cause failure of the

ligament between holes. This creates an elongated hole which, due to its

eccentric shape and size, tends also to localize flow along its major axis. The

extent of the plastic zone scales with interhole spacing while the strain

gradients within the zone are controlled by the strain hardening.
19

The fourth stage results from the statistical problem or whether or not a

third hole/void is located such that it can link to the pair of holes/voids

which have linked in the previous stage. If the third hole is favorably located

for linking, stages 3 and 4 essentially repeat with the statistics now relating

to the location of a fourth hole to the expanded plastic zone of the linked

triplet. If a third hole is not favorably located, then macroscopic deformation

proceeds until another pair of holes links and stage four of the process

repeats. As deformation continues, hole linking results in increased

plastic-zone sizes which in turn increase the probability of successive

holes/voids being linked. Thus the early stages of void/hole linking occur via

localized flow instabilities and fracture of ligaments, linking voids.

As deformation continued but with only a few additional percent of the 'I
load-bearing cross section area removed by hole/void linking, the final stage of

failure is triggered: an imperfection-initiated general instability 9 ,10 or the

propagation of a crack-like defect. In this fifth stage, a sufficient number of

voids/holes have linked to create an imperfection or crack-like defect whose

severity increases with strain as the holes link. This triggers a macroscopic

shear instability across the remaining cross sectional area of the specimen and

generates the large local strains which result in specimen failure by the void

sheet mechanism between large voids.

.'



b. Ductile Fracture and Random Vs Regular Hole/Void Arrays

Nearly all previous theories of ductile, microvoid fracture assume a

regular distribution of voids/holes and assume an arbitrary, void/hole linking

7
criterion. In a recent study, we have examined the validity of assuming

regular arrays of voids by comparing the fracture behavior of specimens

containing random and regular arrays of holes. The following indicates some of

the conclusions of that study.

(1) Ductile materials containing a random array of holes/voids are less

ductile than their regular array counterparts; see Fig. I for example. The

physical model emphasizes the importance of clustering wherein closely spaced

holes or voids can trigger local flow instabilities within the ligaments between

holes, subsequently cause hole linking, and eventually lead to percolation. The

greater ductility in the specimens containing regular arrays of holes is thus

due in large part to the increase in inter-hole spacing.

(2) Increasing the minimum hole spacing Sm between nearest holes in a

specimen with a random array increases ductility. Hole linking is retarded by

an increase in S as greater macroscopic extension is required to increase them

extent of the plastic zones near individual holes such that sufficient zone

overlap can occur to trigger the instability between holes.

(3) Increasing the hole/void size decreases ductility at a given area

fraction and minimum hole spacing. Plastic zones near holes scale with hole

11
size, and thus plastic zone overlap and hole linking occurs at smaller strains

between large holes. Thus occurs despite the fact that increasing hole diameter

at a given area fraction increases the average hole spacing: a sufficient

number of holes/voids are closely spaced such that linking can trigger failure.

(4) Specimens which have low strain hardening and which contain regular

arrays of holes are more ductile than their random array counterpart. This
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effect is minimal at high strain hardening as is shown for the brass in Figure

1. An obvious factor in this case is the susceptibility of materials with low

stain hardening rates to flow instabilities. In a random array with a slightly

smaller minimum hole spacing than a regular array, even a small variation in

inter-hole spacing will create a cluster of holes which link at smaller strains

than the regular array counterpart. In addition, for materials with low strain

hardening, the linking of only a few holes/voids will create an imperfection of

sufficient severity to cause a macroscopic instability and fracture.
9'1 0

(5) Increasing the strain hardening increases the normalized ductility of

random arrays. Previous results indicate that flow localization near holes will

12
be more intense in a material of low strain hardening, and also that the

critical thickness strain for the onset of localized necking decreases with

decreasing strain hardening.8 Thus the critical strain to trigger hole linking

will decrease with decreasing strain-hardening value. It is also well

established that once several holes link, imperfection-driven, macroscopic shear

instabilities are a sensitive function of strain hardening. 9 110  Specifically,

an increase of the strain hardening exponent will delay the onset of the shear

instability. Thus the linking of of two holes within a 7075 Al specimen (low

strain hole hardening) is sufficient to trigger failure in most of these the

high hardening brass specimens require the linking of four holes to cause

failure. The brass obviously exhibits greater ductility.

(6) The effects of hole diameter scale with minimum hole spacing. For

example, in order to retain the same ductility upon an increase in hole/void

size, a concurrent increase in minimum hole spacing is necessary. This effect

relates to the scaling of plasticity near (and between) holes with the size of

tethe hole: sp fically, large holes have correspondingly larger plastic zones.
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Fig. 1. The dependence of tensile ductility on the ratio
of minimum hole spacing to diameter for 7075 Al,
low carbon steel and brass sheet specimens containing
arrays of holes.
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c. A Computer Simulation of Void Linking During Ductile Fracture

As previously mentioned, most existing models of ductile fracture based on

the assumption of a regular distribution of voids 13 - 20 and arbitrary, geometric

21-23
void linking criterion. As a result they rely on an unrealistic void

distribution and linking criterion; it is no surprise that they tend to

overestimate fracture strains. The present analysis is significant because it

relies on the random characteristics of a void/pore distrioution and correctly

predicts the step-wise nature of the void linking process. As intuitively

6-8
obvious and as observed experimentally in the modeling studies, void linking

clearly depends on local plasticity near voids. The simulation therefore relies

on an accurate description of the plasticity in a manner consistent with the

stepwise linking process described. Specifically, it is necessary to describe

analytically those pertinent features of the plastic deformation localized near

(a) isolated single holes, (b) pairs of unlinked holes, (c) pairs of linked

holes, and d) multiple holes which have linked (relating to changes of hole

geometries due to linking).

Any comprehensive simulation must also account for the dependence of the

local plasticity on material parameters, notably strain and strain-rate

hardening; in the present study we take into account strain hardening but ignore

strain-rate hardening. Given the importance of ligament failure in the presence

process, a realistic failure criterion must also be adopted. Finally the

simulation must provide an adequate description of a two-dimensional analog of a

void/pore microstructure. In this study, the microstructural arrays of

equisized, circular holes are analyzed in terms of their (a) size, (b) area

fraction, and (c) an "exclusion radius" or "minimum hole spacing" which defines

a circular region around a hole within which no other hole may be located.

ALF,
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Step 1 of the void linking process involves the development of local

plasticity near isolated holes at small macroscopic strains. In the past year,

we have made detailed measurements of the development of local strain gradients

in a tensile strain field near isolated holes in 1100-0 aluminum sheet and 70-30

24
brass sheet. In order that these data may be incorporated into a computer

model for simulating ductile fracture, empirical relations were also developed

to describe the development of the strain profiles near along a line normal to

the tensile axis and passing through the center of an isolated hole, is shown in

Figure 2 [11].

Linking of the holes (Step 2 in the Void Linking Process) depends on the

manner in which the strain localized between holes/voids. The local thickness

strain between a pair of holes prior to linking has been measured along a line

normal to the tensile axis passing through the holes. For the range of hole

spacings tested, the strain between the holes is observed approximately equal to

the sum of the strain due to the two individual holes.

Any simulation of hole/void linking must adapt a realistic criterion for

ligament failure. This can be a result of either a strain-driven flow

instability or damage accumulation (as in a void-sheet linking of large voids).

In the case of simulating two-dimensional modeling of voids by plane-stress

(sheet) specimens containing voids, the criterion for hole linking is a critical

thickness strain, which is consistent with both instability 8 and accumulated

25damage failure criteria. For both 1100-0 aluminum and 70-30 brass sheet, the

plastic flow between a pair of holes localized at the same value of the local

thickness strain: E = -0.250. This strain value is independent of the

spacing of the holes and the angle of orientation between the holes for the

conditions studied.

P
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Fig. 2. Thickness st~rain profiles near a single hole at: (a) a
macroscopic extensional strain of 0.03 and (b) as a

function of the distance from the hole center at y-0.
Data are for 70-30 brass.
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Once a pair of holes link, two effects occur simultaneous with failure of

the ligament. The addition of the ligament as free surface between the holes

causes (a) an increase in hole growth rate on an axis parallel to the tensile

axis and (b) an abrupt increase in local strain near the holes with no imposed

increment in macroscopic strain. This is the essence of Step 2 of the linking

process. Both (a) the increase in hole growth and (b) the abrupt increase in

local strain have been measured for 1100 Al and 70-30 brass. These data were

also fit to empirically determined equations. Of note is the fact that, as

expected, the local strain level is greatest when holes spaced far apart link

(or several holes on a common line link) in a material of low strain hardening.

In the computer simulation, a macroscopic strain is applied to the

material, and in response, a random array of holes elongate and local stain

gradients develop near the equisized, cylindrical holes. The strain

distribution near holes are replaced in the simulation by the iso-strain

contours near the holes as in Fig. 3. These contours approximate the radial

distribution of strain at 0.5 E33 where c33 is the critical thickness strain

at ligament failure. Thus, overlap of two zones causes ligament fracture. The

elliptical "zones of influence" have a minor axes which lies along the tensile

axis and corresponds to the elongated hole diameter.

The simulated sequence of fracture events resulting in failure of a

specimen containing a random array of holes (0.05 area fraction of 1.2 mm holes

with an exclusion radius of 0.5 mm) is illustrated in Figure 4 for 1100

aluminum. In this figure, the solid ellipses represent the holes which have

been elongated with macroscopic strain, and the zones of influence are

approximated by the dashed ellipses. It should be recalled that overlap of two

zones of influence results in superposition of strains sufficient in magnitude

to cause linking of the holes.

-I, -, - v-I'.-
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APPROXIMATION OF THICKNESS STRAIN DISRIBUTION
MACROSCOPIC STRAIN = 0.08

1140K1ISS STRAIN cu zz--

ACRL STRAIN DSTRBUfl0N

APPR ImA N Ofr smA 0STITON

Fig. 3. A schematic of the "zone of influence" shown below'an
actual strain distribution near an isolated hole. Note
that the boundary of the zone of the influence roughly
defines a thickness strain of 0.5 (czz)crit where (czz)crit
is the critical thickness strain at the onset of flow
instability between holes.
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Examination of Fig. 4 shows that fracture occurs by the sequential,

stepwise process previously described for void/hole linking. At small strains,

the development of local strain gradients near the holes is evident (Stage I).

With continued straining, flow localization and ligament fracture between

closely spaced and favorably oriented holes occurs (Stage 2) and, as shown in

Fig. 4, is depicted by overlapping strain contours which are larger than for a

single hole due to the amplification effects due to linking. It can be seen in

Fig. 4 that if additional holes are not located such that continued linking

occurs with the previously linked hole cluster, then deformation proceeds by

linking elsewhere in the material (Stage 3). However, when hole linking occurs

the increase strain concentration increases the probability of successive

linking (Stage 4); the linking of the four holes in the upper right corner of

Fig. 4 are good examples of this. Failure of the material occurs at that level

of macroscopic strain where the repeated process of hole linking, strain
p

amplification, and additional ligament failure percolates linking across the

width of the specimen (Stage 5).

In addition to correctly predicting the hole/void linking seauence, the

simulation also predicts accurately the dependence of elongation on the area

fraction of holes. This is shown in Fig. 5 for the aluminum and brass

specimens. It is important to recognize that agreement between experiment and

computer simulation in Fig. 5 is obtained without any adjustable parameters to

force a fit. Similar agreement is obtained in analyzing the dependence of

fracture strain on the exclusion radius, which measures the degree of clustering

in the hole/void array. The simulation also correctly indicates the retardation

of hole linking, and increased ductility, in the high strain-hardening brass.

In summary, the step-wise process of void linking in ductile materials is

simulated. The analysis is based on two-dimensional modeling of voids as arrays
:'

• , , -,[ , , .,, ,,, , . ..... ,, ...... , ,, ... ,..-- ..--. ,
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of equisized, cylindrical holes characterized by area fraction, hole size, and

an exclusion radius. Utilizing experimentally determined strain distributions

near holes and a critical thickness strain criterion for hole linking, the

simulation depicts the sequential stages of void/pore linking and accurately

predicts the experimentally determined fracture strains of specimens containing

random arrays of holes. It is significant that the predictions are obtained

using only empirically represented experimental data without the use of

adjustable parameters to obtain good quantitative agreement with experimental

results.

2. The Effects of Porosity on Low Cycle Fatigue [with Dale Gerard,

Ph.D. candidate].

The application of powder metallurgy P/M to consolidate high performance

alloys often results in inconsistent mechanical behavior as a result of

processing-induced defects. A prime source of the inconsistency is the presence

of porosity which may be present in a P/M or cast component. The deleterious

effects of porosity on high cycle fatigue and tensile ductility is well

established. As indicated by our modeling studies, shear localization plays

an important role in the linking of pores and the resulting tensile ductility.

Thus, it is also expected that the presence of porosity will also have a severe

effect on low cycle fatigue, wherein the material is fully plastic and thus

susceptible to a pore linking process similar to that previously described for

tensile ductility. Unfortunately, there has been no systematic study examining

the effects of porosity on low cycle fatigue in a generic manner.

The purpose of this investigation is to determine the effects of porosity

and its microstructure (e.g. porosity level, size and shape) on the low cycle
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fatigue behavior of powder-processed titanium. Standard P/M processing

techniques have been used to prepare specimens containing porosity levels

ranging from .5% to 6%, with the 6% porosity level specimens being of two pore

size distributions (approximately 25 Um and 60 Um mean diameters).

Fully reversed tension-compression low cycle fatigue tests have been

performed to date at room temperature in a total strain control mode at 1.5%

total strain. The tests were periodically interrupted for surface replication

in order to monitor the low cycle fatigue deformation. The following

observations are especially pertinent:

(1) At a given strain amplitude, increasing the pore content significantly

decreases the low cycle fatigue life. This effect is more pronounced in

specimens containing coarse porosity than in those with fine pores. Fig. 6 shows

typical data: note the large loss of life with even a small amount of porosity

and the significant effect of pore size at 6% porosity.

(2) As expected, the number of cycles to initiate a microcrack is greatly

decreased when porosity is present. As shown in Fig. 7, this effect is

especially dramatic when a high level (6%) of coarse porosity is present.

(3) In all cases, greater than 50% of the fatigue life appears to be associated

with the linking of microcracks at large strain amplitudes. As shown in Fig. 8,

the microcrack linking process occurs along torturous routes between pores in

the porous material but is more planar in the fully dense material. Thus, as is

evident in Fig. 7, porosity (especially coarse porosity) assists microcrack

linking, although this effect is not as pronounced as the initiation effect.

(4) Defining a macrocrack as crack whose size is sufficiently long so as to

cause a measurable decrease in peak load, the data Fig. 7 also show that the

porosity accelerates somewhat the fully plastic growth of a macrocrack. This is

~?
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also evident from fractography which shows extremely tortuous crack growth as

the crack links clusters of large pores.

Presently low cycle fatigue testing is being performed at room temperature

at a smaller total strain amplitude (.75%). Future work will include low cycle

fatigue testing at approximately 400 C in order to examine the effect of a

charge in the matrix flow behavior while maintaining constant pore

microstructures. In addition, macroscopic modeling of fatigue-induced linking

of pores will be performed on specially designed low cycle fatigue specimens

having circular holes machined to specific sizes, spacings and orientations.

3. The Deformation of Rapidly Solidified Ti Alloys at Elevated Temperatures

[with Steven Kampe, Ph.D., January 1987].

Rapid solidification (RS) techniques have been recently applied to

titanium-based alloys designed for high temperature usp. These alloys are based

on the introduction of a fine, homogeneous dispersion of oxide particles through

the internal oxidation of rare-earth alloying additions to the titanium matrix.

Several investigators have established the potential of RS in oxide dispersion

strengthened (ODS) titanium alloy development through extensive evaluation of

the thermal-mechanical stability of candidate materials in the form of ribbons

or flakes (see, for example, Ref. 28-34). However, commercial application of

titanium based alloys produced via rapid solidification will rely not only on

the retention of favorable microstructural features but also on enhanced creep

strength following consolidation of the fine-scaled RS product into bulk, usable

form.

Despite numerous studies of the microstructural stability of various RS Ti

alloys in ribbon form, there has been no systematic study of the high

3 % %
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temperature creep behavior of an ODS titanium alloy formed by RS and

consolidated into bulk form. Only a few data are available, and these indicate

32
strengthening over a narrow range of stress/temperature/strain rates. The

present work has explored the microstructural evolution and subsequent

deformation behavior of rapidly solidified Ti and Ti-Al alloyed with Er

additions. 3 5 ,36 The following is a brief summary of the principal observations.

When consolidated into bulk form, Ti-Er and Ti-Al-Er alloys produced by

rapid solidification techniques retain a fine and homogeneous dispersion of

oxide particles within fine grained (3-5 pm) matrices. In the as-consolidated

form, the majority of the dispersoids are very fine (average diameter :40-80

nm) and generally reside within the interiors of the matrix grains. However, a

few large dispersoids (diameter > 200 nm) are also present: most of these are

located on grain boundaries. Both the dispersoids and fine grains present in

the as-processed alloys are extremely resistant to coarsening for high

temperature anneals at temperatures near the beta-phase transus temperatures.

An increase in grain size is achieved only by heat treatments at temperatures

within the beta-phase field; however, this is accompanied by significant

dispersoid coarsening. Specifically, the grain size increases by an order of

magnitude to 25, 40, and 35 um following heat treatments of 932 0 C/2 hr, and

Ti-lOAl-lEr, respectively; the corresponding dispersoid sizes also increase to

300, 251, and 196 nm (average diameter).

Results from compression testing of the Ti, Ti-Er and Ti-Al-Er alloys over

a wide range of conditions indicate that the yield strength of these alloys is

sensitive to temperature, strain rate, grain size, and alloy composition. Tests

were performed at temperatures ranging from ambient to 775 C, at strain rates

ranging fim ambient to 775 C, at strain rates ranging from 5x10
- 5 to 1.25xi0 - 3

-l us and for fine (3-5 tim) and coarse (25-40 tim) grained material. At room .
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temperature, solid solution strengthening from both aluminum and interstitial

oxygen contributes significantly to the observed strength. Lower strengths in

the erbium-containing alloys at room temperature reflect reduced solid solution

strengthening due to the depletion of oxygen as a result of the internal

oxidation of the erbium to erbia.

Based on the conditions imposed in the present study, the high temperature

deformation of the ODS alloys is characterized by "two stage" deformation

behavior, with two distinct deformation mechanisms operative over specific

ranges of temperature, strain rates, and/or stresses. In the range of higher

temperatures and lower strain rates (;/D < lxlO 1 2 m-2), mechanical test data

(see Fig. 9) and post-deformation microscopy indicate that grain boundary

sliding is the rate-controlling deformation mechanism in the fine grain alloys.

Increasing the grain size from 3-4 Um to 25-40 pm enhances the high temperature

strength and creep resistance of the strengthened titanium alloys: see Fig. 10.

This occurs as a result of: a) a minimization or elimination of grain boundary

sliding as the dominant deformation mechanism due to the reduction of grain

boundary area, b) an increased density and size of dispersoids residing on grain

boundaries, also acting to minimize grain boundary sliding by mechanically

"pinning" the boundaries, and c) further precipitation of oxide particles during

the high temperature grain growth anneals, thus providing additional particle

strengthening capability. The experimental behavior shows good agreement with

c nsitrutive equations which model deformation via grain boundary sliding

mechanisms.

For conditions of lower temperatures and/or high strain rates, an analysis

of the mechanical test data in Figs. 9 and 10 indicates that dislocation creep

past obstacles controls the rate of deformation in these alloys.

Post-deformation microscopy reveals evidence of significant
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dislocation-dispersoid interaction in alloys tested under these conditions of

temperature and strain rate (;/D > 10" m-'). The apparent grain size effect

in the dispersoid-containing alloys under these conditions is interpreted to be

a result of an increased population of dispersoids which evolve during the high

temperature grain growth anneals.

4. On the Influence of Strain-Path Changes on Fracture [with Susan Kestner,

M.S., May 1986].

The influence of strain-path changes on the flow behavior of metals,

especially with regard to strain-hardening transients, has been the subject of

several previous studies (see, for example, ref. 37). These transients can in

turn have several effects on the subsequent flow behavior: for example, recently

published finite element modeling indicates that the transients can influence

strain localization behavior at strains well beyond the transient region 38 .

Thus, formability of sheets can be affected significantly even by strain-path

changes at comparatively small strains.

In contrast to the above, the effect of strain-path changes on ductile

fracture [wherein failure is a result of void nucleation, growth, and linking]

has not been examined in detail. Studies based on proportional loading clearly

show that the fracture strain for a ductile, microvoid fracture process it a

function of both stress state and stain-path. Thus, it would be reasonable to

expect that ductile fracture should be a function of changes in strain paths and

strain-path history. This study has obtained unique data which indicate that

ductile fracture, at least in certain cases, is strongly dependent on changes in

strain-paths imposed prior to failure. 39  In particular, a multi-stage

deformation sequence involving uniaxial and equibiaxial tension can result in a

h. e~ ' '' . e, j . 'j '.j ' .2 ''.'. -'' ... . .¢-. - .'..%'.
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significant ductility enhancement when compared to that achieved by proportional

straining (P - de 21dE = constant, where cI and E2 are the major and minor

principal strains in the plane of the sheet) to the same final strain state.

The effect occurs regardless of whether void nucleation is difficult (pure Ti),

or relatively easy (a Ti-H alloy in which hydrides provide sites for void

nucleation).

A comparison of the fracture strains after both proportional and

non-proportional straining is shown in Figure 11. This figure shows the major

and minor principal stains in the plane of the sheet (EI and E29 respectively)

both after the pre-strain stage and after fracture. Since the pre-strains

resulted in nearly uniform deformation of very reproducible magnitude, these

data are indicated with a single data point. The fracture strain data,

especially when measured on a local scale, show considerably more scatter. In

Fig. 11, a final strain state of plane-strain tension may be obtained by either

(a) proportional straining, (b) a nonproportional path of uniaxial ->

equibiaxial tension, or (c) an equibiaxial -> uniaxial tensile path. As is

obvious from Fig. 11 both of the two nonproportional paths result in significant

increases in fracture strain at a final strain state of roughly plane-strain

tension. The magnitude of the ductility enhancement is sensitive to the

strain-path sequence, being more pronounced for the combination of equibiaxial

-> uniaxial tension than for uniaxial prestrain followed by equibiaxial tension.

The magnitude of the increase is also sensitive to the presence of hydrides,

being smaller in the TI-650H material in which hydrides are present.

On the basis of both damage and strain-hardening considerations, it is not

surprising that non-proportional, multi-stage tensile deformation has a

significant effect on the total strain to fracture. What is surprising is the

relatively large magnitude of the effect, especially in the Ti-30H material, and

~%
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the fact that it is a ductility enhancement. At this time, we do not have a

complete explanation for the above effect. From a damage standpoint, one

contributing factor may be the large maximum principal stress associated with
*q

plane-strain deformation in this plastically anisotropic sheet. By using

multi-stage unlaxial and equibiaxial paths to achieve a final strain state of

plane stain, the material avoids being subjected to the large oI associated with

plane-strain tension. This should delay void nucleation and contribute to

enhancing ductility, as is observed. However, the magnitude of the effect

suggests that other factors are also important. The importance of

strain-hardening transients is recognized, but we have neither the appropriate

data nor an analysis to predict the effect.

5. Hot Isostatic Pressing of Metallic Powders [with Barbara Lograsso,

Ph.D. candidate].

Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) of powders, rapidly solidified ribbons or

flakes, or castings is becoming increasingly important as a process to eliminate

porosity. In the absence of fundamental studies of HIP, unnecessarily high

temperatures and pressures plus long times are commonly used to obtain full

density. This may be a particularly important restriction when HIP is used to

consolidate rapidly solidified ribbon or powder particles, and low

temperature/short times are desired to retard microstructural coarsening.

This study seeks to extend the experimental examination of densification

during hot isostatic pressing to engineering materials which are processed by

*0 - 1.4T for plane strain as compared to 01 I 1.O in
1 -

uniaxial tension, assuming the Hill criterion for yielding.
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HIP to near-net shape in order to exhibit a good combination of strength and

ductility. The work described here concerns hot isostatic pressing experiments

of commercially pure titanium in the form of both spherical and angular shaped

40
powders over densities ranging from packing density to full density.

The dependence of the relative density on HIP time and temperature is shown

in Figs. 12 and 13 for the -70+100 mesh powders (144-177 pm) in both the

spherical PREP and irregular HDH conditions pressed at 34 and 21 MPa. On the

basis of these figures, several observations are noteworthy. As expected from

previous studies, the density increases very rapidly during the initial stage of

densification. This is especially dramatic for the angular powders which have

initial packing densities of 42 or 54% for the fine and coarse particles,

respectively. Comparing Figs. 12 and 13 shows that densification is pressure

dependent such that the rate of density increase is more rapid at the higher A

pressure, as is expected. For densities less than 0.95, at a given HIP time the

relative density of the angular Ti is slightly higher that that for the

spherical powder. This occurs despite the low initial packing density. At 34

MPa for hold times greater than 1 hour, the relative density for both powders is

greater than 95%. In these cases, the relative density of both spherical and

angular Ti powders are within experimental error of each other. This result

agrees with a previous experimental observation4 2 of the densification of

powders by particle deformation; as the angular particles are flattened together

at high densities (>0.95), the absence of further particle rearrangement causes

the densification behavior to approach that of spherical particles. It should

be noted that the compacts containing mixes of different sizes of spherical

powders densify at the same rate as monosized powders. This is contrary to a

recent analysis which predicts enhanced densification for mixes of particle

41
sizes.
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Fig. 12. The uansification of Ti powders during HIP at 7000C and 21 ?Pa.

Predicted behavior based on the theoretical analysis of Arzt et al3 is

indicated.
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Fig. 13. The densification of Ti powders during HIP at 700°C and 34 Mpa. The

predicted behavior is also shown for the Arzt et al model for the case

where Stage I/lI transition occurs at 0.90 and as adjusted to a 0.95

transi tion.
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The densification rate equations derived by Arzt et al.43 have been used to

calculate predicted densities for the HIP cycles used at 21 MPa and 34 MPa at

700 C. Figs. 12 and 13 show the predicted results of this theory as compared to

experimental data. Agreement is very good between experimental densities of

screened powder and predicted densities based upon the model of densification of

mono-size spheres HIP'd at 21 MPa. For this HIP condition the initial stage of

densification should dominate the analysis since densification remains less than t

-91% of theoretical density. As is evident in the microstructures of the
,.

compacts, in this initial stage the powder particles can still be distinguished

from one another for both the angular and spherical titanium powders. Even at

42relative densities in the range of 91-92%, the absence of triple lines in the

pore microstructure suggest continuous porosity. Therefore the microstructures

of the compacts do not show the transition from compacting spheres (initial

stage) to a homogeneous solid containing isolated pores until densities of -96%

theoretical have been achieved. Thus, agreement between theory and experimental

data is good at 21 MPa because the density range is limited to roughly 90% or

less. However at 34 MPa, good agreement between theory and exneriment is

obtained for densities in excess of 90% only if the transition between Stages I

and II is increased to a density of 95%. This is consistent with the

observation of pore microstructures and measurements of interconnected porosity

which indicate isolated porosity at ~96% density. Finally, it should be noted

43
that despite the fact that the Arzt et al model has been developed for

monosi;.d spheres, it provides a very good estimate for the densification of

mixes of particle sizes of spherical powders as well as for the irregular

powders used in the present study.

".
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